BIRD BAND JAM

Don't miss the major social event of the conference!
Have you ever wondered what other ornithologists do when they disappear from their offices and field jobs at the end of the day? Join us for a full evening of entertainment (8–12 pm) at a local Vancouver hang-out and find out. The evening will kick off with a contra dance to live string band music and be followed by a variety of musical acts and other talent, all provided by your colleagues. Admission is cheap and includes a drink ticket and return transit fare to the venue. Admission is limited so get your tickets early!

Ornithologists' got talent?
Do you sing? Play a musical instrument? Have an amazing ability to imitate bird calls? Do you do magic? If so, we want to hear from you! We aim to feature a wide variety of talents in the second half of the evening with slots for bands and solo acts. Do you play tunes and want to play in the open band for the contra? Don't want to travel with your instrument? No problem--we can accommodate your needs (at a minimum, we'll have rental guitar, keyboard, drum kit, and bass at your disposal, but are happy to help out with other requests). Don't be shy! Get in touch with the organizers at (birdbandsjam@gmail.com).

Getting to the venue is easy!
Catch the 99 Express bus from the Bus Loop at UBC using one of the transit tickets included with your event ticket:
Ride the 99 down Broadway to Main Street:

Continue on foot, east on Broadway 1 block, turn right (SE) on Kingsway, and walk 3 short blocks to the corner of 12th and Kingsway. To enter the Biltmore, enter from the back of the Howard Johnson hotel: